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ABSTRACT
In online communities, antisocial behavior such as trolling disrupts constructive discussion. While prior work suggests that trolling behavior is confined to a vocal and antisocial minority, we demonstrate that ordinary people can engage in such behavior as well. We propose two primary trigger mechanisms: the individual’s mood, and the surrounding context of a discussion (e.g., exposure to prior trolling behavior). Through an experiment simulating an online discussion, we find that both negative mood and seeing troll posts by others significantly increases the probability of a user trolling, and together double this probability. To support and extend these results, we study how these same mechanisms play out in the wild via a data-driven, longitudinal analysis of a large online news discussion community. This analysis reveals temporal mood effects, and explores long range patterns of repeated exposure to trolling. A predictive model of trolling behavior shows that mood and discussion context together can explain trolling behavior better than an individual’s history of trolling. These results combine to suggest that ordinary people can, under the right circumstances, behave like trolls.
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INTRODUCTION
As online discussions become increasingly part of our daily interactions [24], antisocial behavior such as trolling [37, 43], harassment, and bullying [82] is a growing concern. Not only does antisocial behavior result in significant emotional distress [1, 58, 70], but it can also lead to offline harassment and threats of violence [90]. Further, such behavior comprises a substantial fraction of user activity on many web sites [18, 24, 30] – 40% of internet users were victims of online harassment [27]; on CNN.com, over one in five comments are removed by moderators for violating community guidelines. What causes this prevalence of antisocial behavior online?

In this paper, we focus on the causes of trolling behavior in discussion communities, defined in the literature as behavior that falls outside acceptable bounds defined by those communities [9, 22, 37]. Prior work argues that trolls are born and not made: those engaging in trolling behavior have unique personality traits [11] and motivations [4, 38, 80]. However, other research suggests that people can be influenced by their environment to act aggressively [20, 41]. As such, is trolling behavior caused by particularly antisocial individuals or by ordinary people? Is it innate, or is it situational? Likewise, what are the conditions that affect a person’s likelihood of engaging in such behavior? And if people can be influenced to troll, can trolling spread from person to person in a community? By understanding what causes trolling and how it spreads in communities, we can design more robust social systems that can guard against such undesirable behavior.

This paper reports a field experiment and observational analysis of trolling behavior in a popular news discussion community. The former allows us to tease apart the causal mechanisms that affect a user’s likelihood of engaging in such behavior. The latter lets us replicate and explore finer grained aspects of these mechanisms as they occur in the wild. Specifically, we focus on two possible causes of trolling behavior: a user’s mood, and the surrounding discussion context (e.g., seeing others’ troll posts before posting).

Online experiment. We studied the effects of participants’ prior mood and the context of a discussion on their likelihood to leave troll-like comments. Negative mood increased the probability of a user subsequently trolling in an online news comment section, as did the presence of prior troll posts written by other users. These factors combined to double participants’ baseline rates of engaging in trolling behavior.

Large-scale data analysis. We augment these results with an analysis of over 16 million posts on CNN.com, a large online news site where users can discuss published news articles. One out of four posts flagged for abuse are authored by users with no prior record of such posts, suggesting that many undesirable posts can be attributed to ordinary users. Supporting our experimental findings, we show that a user’s propensity to troll rises and falls in parallel with known population-level mood shifts throughout the day [32], and exhibits cross-discussion persistence and temporal decay patterns, suggesting that negative mood from bad events lingers [41, 45]. Our data analysis also recovers the effect of exposure to prior troll posts in the discussion, and further reveals how the strength of this effect depends on the volume and ordering of these posts.
Drawing on this evidence, we develop a logistic regression model that accurately (AUC=0.78) predicts whether an individual will troll in a given post. This model also lets us evaluate the relative importance of mood and discussion context, and contrast it with prior literature’s assumption of trolling being innate. The model reinforces our experimental findings – rather than trolling behavior being mostly intrinsic, such behavior can be mainly explained by the discussion’s context (i.e., if prior posts in the discussion were flagged), as well as the user’s mood as revealed through their recent posting history (i.e., if their last posts in other discussions were flagged).

Thus, not only can negative mood and the surrounding discussion context prompt ordinary users to engage in trolling behavior, but such behavior can also spread from person to person in discussions and persist across them to spread further in the community. Our findings suggest that trolling, like laughter, can be contagious, and that ordinary people, given the right conditions, can act like trolls. In summary, we:

- present an experiment that shows that both negative mood and discussion context increases the likelihood of trolling,
- validate these findings with a large-scale analysis of a large online discussion community, and
- use these insights to develop a predictive model that suggests that trolling may be more situational than innate.

BACKGROUND

To begin, we review literature on antisocial behavior (e.g., aggression and trolling) and influence (e.g., contagion and cascading behavior), and identify open questions about how trolling spreads in a community.

Antisocial behavior in online discussions

Antisocial behavior online can be seen as an extension of similar behavior offline, and includes acts of aggression, harassment, and bullying [1, 43]. Online antisocial behavior increases anger and sadness [58], and threatens social and emotional development in adolescents [70]. In fact, the pain of verbal or social aggression may also linger longer than that of physical aggression [16].

Antisocial behavior can be commonly observed in online public discussions, whether on news websites or on social media. Methods of combating such behavior include comment ranking [39], moderation [53, 67], early troll identification [14, 18], and interface redesigns that encourage civility [51, 52]. Several sites have even resorted to completely disabling comments [28]. Nonetheless, on the majority of popular web sites which continue to allow discussions, antisocial behavior continues to be prevalent [18, 24, 30]. In particular, a rich vein of work has focused on understanding trolling on these discussion platforms [26, 37], for example discussing the possible causes of malicious comments [55].

A troll has been defined in multiple ways in previous literature – as a person who initially pretends to be a legitimate participant but later attempts to disrupt the community [26], as someone who “intentionally disrupts online communities” [77], or “takes pleasure in upsetting others” [47], or more broadly as a person engaging in “negatively marked online behavior” [37] or that “makes trouble” for a discussion forums’ stakeholders [9]. In this paper, similar to the latter studies, we adopt a definition of trolling that includes flaming, griefing, swearing, or personal attacks, including behavior outside the acceptable bounds defined by several community guidelines for discussion forums [22, 25, 35]. In our experiment, we code posts manually for trolling behavior. In our longitudinal data analysis, we use posts that were flagged for unacceptable behavior as a proxy for trolling behavior.

Who engages in trolling behavior? One popular recurring narrative in the media suggests that trolling behavior comes from trolls: a small number of particularly sociopathic individuals [71, 77]. Several studies on trolling have focused on a small number of individuals [4, 9, 38, 80]; other work shows that there may be predisposing personality (e.g., sadism [11]) and biological traits (e.g., low baseline arousal [69]) to aggression and trolling. That is, trolls are born, not made.

Even so, the prevalence of antisocial behavior online suggests that these trolls, being relatively uncommon, are not responsible for all instances of trolling. Could ordinary individuals also engage in trolling behavior, even if temporarily? People are less inhibited in their online interactions [84]. The relative anonymity afforded by many platforms also deindividualizes and reduces accountability [95], decreasing comment quality [46]. This disinhibition effect suggests that people, in online settings, can be more easily influenced to act antisocially. Thus, rather than assume that only trolls engage in trolling behavior, we ask: **RQ: Can situational factors trigger trolling behavior?**

Causes of antisocial behavior

Previous work has suggested several motivations for engaging in antisocial behavior: out of boredom [86], for fun [80], or to vent [55]. Still, this work has been largely qualitative and non-causal, and whether these motivations apply to the general population remains largely unknown. Out of this broad literature, we identify two possible trigger mechanisms of trolling – mood and discussion context – and try to establish their effects using both a controlled experiment and a large-scale longitudinal analysis.

Mood. Bad moods may play a role in how a person later acts. Negative mood correlates with reduced satisfaction with life [79], impairs self-regulation [56], and leads to less favorable impressions of others [29]. Similarly, exposure to unrelated aversive events (e.g., higher temperatures [74] or secondhand smoke [41]) increases aggression towards others. An interview study found that people thought that malicious comments by others resulted from “anger and feelings of inferiority” [55]. Nonetheless, negative moods elicit greater attention to detail and higher logical consistency [78], which suggests that people in a bad mood may provide more thoughtful commentary.

1In contrast to cyberbullying, defined as behavior that is repeated, intended to harm, and targeted at specific individuals [82], this definition of trolling encompasses a broader set of behaviors that may be one-off, unintentional, or untargeted.
Prior work is also mixed on how affect influences prejudice and stereotyping. Both positive [10] and negative affect [34] can increase stereotyping, and thus trigger trolling [38]. Still, we expect the negative effects of negative mood in social contexts to outweigh these other factors.

Circumstances that influence mood may also modify the rate of trolling. For instance, mood changes with the time of day or day of week [32]. As negative mood rises at the start of the week, and late at night, trolling may vary similarly. “Time-outs” or allowing for a period of calming down [45] can also reduce aggression – users who wait longer to post after a bout of trolling may also be less susceptible to future trolling. Thus, we may be able to observe how mood affects trolling, directly through experimentation, and indirectly through observing factors that influence mood:

**H1: Negative mood increases a user’s likelihood of trolling.**

**Discussion context.** A discussion’s context may also affect what people contribute. The discussion starter influences the direction of the rest of the discussion [36]. Qualitative analyses suggest that people think online commenters follow suit in posting positive (or negative) comments [55]. More generally, standards of behavior (i.e., social norms) are inferred from the immediate environment [15, 20, 63]. Closer to our work is an experiment that demonstrated that less thoughtful posts led to less thoughtful responses [83]. We extend this work by studying amplified states of antisocial behavior (i.e., trolling) in both experimental and observational settings.

On the other hand, users may not necessarily react to trolling with more trolling. An experiment that manipulated the initial votes on an article found that initial downvotes tended to be corrected by the community [64]. Some users respond to trolling with sympathy or understanding [4], or apologies or joking [54]. Still, such responses are rarer [4].

Another aspect of a discussion’s context is the subject of discussion. In the case of discussions on news sites, the topic of an article can affect the amount of abusive comments posted [30]. Overall, we expect that previously troll posts, regardless of who wrote them, are likely to result in more subsequent trolling, and that the topic of discussion also plays a role:

**H2: The discussion context (e.g., prior troll posts by other users) affects a user’s likelihood of trolling.**

**Influence and antisocial behavior**

That people can be influenced by environmental factors suggests that trolling could be contagious – a single user’s outburst might lead to multiple users participating in a flame war. Prior work on social influence [5] has demonstrated multiple examples of herding behavior, or that people are likely to take similar actions to previous others [21, 62, 95]. Similarly, emotions and behavior can be transferred from person to person [6, 13, 31, 50, 89]. More relevant is work showing that getting downvoted leads people to downvote others more and post content that gets further downvoted in the future [17].

These studies generally point toward a “Broken Windows” hypothesis, which postulates that untended behavior can lead to the breakdown of a community [92]. As an unfixed broken window may create a perception of unruliness, comments made in poor taste may invite worse comments. If antisocial behavior becomes the norm, this can lead a community to further perpetuate it despite its undesirability [91].

Further evidence for the impact of antisocial behavior stems from research on negativity bias – that negative traits or events tend to dominate positive ones. Negative entities are more contagious than positive ones [75], and bad impressions are quicker to form and more resistant to disconfirmation [7]. Thus, we expect antisocial behavior is particularly likely to be influential, and likely to persist. Altogether, we hypothesize:

**H3: Trolling behavior can spread from user to user.**

We test H1 and H2 using a controlled experiment, then verify and extend our results with an analysis of discussions on CNN.com. We test H3 by studying the evolution of discussions on CNN.com, finally developing an overall model for how trolling might spread from person to person.

**EXPERIMENT: MOOD AND DISCUSSION CONTEXT**

To establish the effects of mood and discussion context, we deployed an experiment designed to replicate a typical online discussion of a news article.

Specifically, we measured the effect of mood and discussion context on the quality of the resulting discussion across two factors: a) POSMOOD or NEGMOOD: participants were either exposed to an unrelated positive or negative prior stimulus (which in turn affected their prevailing mood), and b) POSCONTEXT or NEGCONTEXT: the initial posts in the discussion thread were either benign (or not troll-like), or troll-like. Thus, this was a two-by-two between-subjects design, with participants assigned in a round robin to each of the four conditions.

We evaluated discussion quality using two measures: a) trolling behavior, or whether participants wrote more troll-like posts, and b) affect, or how positive or negative the resulting discussion was, as measured using sentiment analysis. If negative mood (NEGMOOD) or troll posts (NEGCONTEXT) affects the probability of trolling, we would expect these conditions to reduce discussion quality.

**Experimental Setup**

The experiment consisted of two main parts – a quiz, followed by a discussion – and was conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Past work has also recruited workers to participate in experiments with online discussions [60]. Participants were restricted to residing in the US, only allowed to complete the experiment once, and compensated $2.00, for an hourly rate of $8.00. To avoid demand characteristics, participants were not told of the experiment’s purpose prior, and were only instructed to complete a quiz, and then participate in an online discussion. After the experiment, participants were debriefed and told of its purpose (i.e., to measure the impact of mood and trolling in discussions). The experimental protocol was reviewed and conducted under IRB Protocol #32738.
Quiz (POSMOOD or NEGMOOD). The goal of the quiz was to see if participants’ mood prior to participating in a discussion had an effect on subsequent trolling. Research on mood commonly involves giving people negative feedback on tasks that they perform in laboratory experiments regardless of their actual performance [48, 93, 33]. Adapting this to the context of AMT, where workers care about their performance on tasks and qualifications (which are necessary to perform many higher-paying tasks), participants were instructed to complete an experimental test qualification that was being considered for future use on AMT. They were told that their performance on the quiz would have no bearing on their payment at the end of the experiment.

The quiz consisted of 15 open-ended questions, and included logic, math, and word problems (e.g., word scrambles) (Figure 1a). In both conditions, participants were given five minutes to complete the quiz, after which all input fields were disabled and participants forced to move on. In both the POSMOOD and NEGMOOD conditions, the composition and order of the types of questions remained the same. However, the NEGMOOD condition was made up of questions that were substantially harder to answer within the time limit: for example, unscramble “DEANYON” (NEGMOOD) vs. “PAPHY” (POSMOOD). At the end of the quiz, participants’ answers were automatically scored, and their final score displayed to them. They were told whether they performed better, at, or worse than the “average,” which was fixed at eight correct questions. Thus, participants were expected to perform well in the POSMOOD condition and receive positive feedback, and expected to perform poorly in the NEGMOOD condition and receive negative feedback, being told that they were performing poorly, both absolutely and relatively to other users. While users in the POSMOOD condition can still perform poorly, and users in the NEGMOOD condition perform well, this only reduces the differences later observed.

To measure participants’ mood following the quiz, and acting as a manipulation check, participants then completed 65 Likert-scale questions on how they were feeling based on the...
Verifying that the initial posts in the NegCONTEXT condition were perceived as being more troll-like than those in the PosCONTEXT condition, we found that the initial posts in the NegCONTEXT condition were less likely to be upvoted (36% vs. 90% upvoted for PosCONTEXT, $t(507)=15.7, p<0.001$).

**Negative mood and negative context increase trolling behavior.** Table 1 shows how the proportion of troll posts and negative affect (measured as the proportion of negative words) differ in each condition. The proportion of troll posts was highest in the (NegMOOD, NegCONTEXT) condition with 68% troll posts, drops in both the (NegMOOD, PosCONTEXT) and (PosMOOD, NegCONTEXT) conditions with 47% and 49% each, and is lowest in the (PosMOOD, PosCONTEXT) condition with 35%. For negative affect, we observe similar differences.

Fitting a mixed effects logistic regression model, with the two conditions as fixed effects, an interaction between the two conditions, user as a random effect, and whether a contributed post was trolling or not as the outcome variable, we do observe a significant effect of both NegMOOD and NegCONTEXT ($p<0.05$) (Table 2). These results confirm both H1 and H2, that negative mood and the discussion context (i.e., prior troll posts) increase a user’s likelihood of trolling. Negative mood increases the odds of trolling by 89%, and the presence of prior troll posts increases the odds by 68%. A mixed model using MCMC revealed similar effects ($p<0.05$), and controlling for universe, gender, age, or political affiliation also gave similar results. Further, the effect of a post’s position in the discussion on trolling was not significant, suggesting that trolling tends to persist in the discussion.

With the proportion of words with negative affect as the outcome variable, we observed a significant effect of NegCONTEXT ($p<0.05$), but not of NegMOOD — such measures may not accurately capture types of trolling such as sarcasm or off-topic posting. There was no significant effect of either factor on positive affect.

**Examples of troll posts.** Contributed troll posts comprised a relatively wide range of antisocial behavior: from outright swearing (“What a dumb c****”) and personal attacks (“You’re and idiot and one of the things that’s wrong with this country.”) to veiled insults (“Hillary isn’t half the man Bernie is!!! lol”), sarcasm (“You sound very white, and very male. Must be nice.”), and off-topic statements (“I think Ted Cruz has a very good chance of becoming president.”). In contrast, non-troll posts tended to be more measured, regardless of whether they agreed with the article (“Honestly I agree too. I think too many people vote for someone who they identify with rather than someone who would be most qualified.”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed Effects</th>
<th>Coef.</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>−0.70***</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>−4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NegMOOD</td>
<td>0.64**</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NegCONTEXT</td>
<td>0.52*</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NegMOOD × NegCONTEXT</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random Effects</th>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: A mixed effects logistic regression reveals a significant effect of both NegMOOD and NegCONTEXT on troll posts (*: $p<0.05$, **: $p<0.01$, ***: $p<0.001$). In other words, both negative mood and the presence of initial troll posts increases the probability of trolling.

These comments were abridged from real comments posted by users in comments in the original article, as well as other online discussion forums discussing the issue (e.g., Reddit).

To ensure that the effects we observed were not path-dependent (i.e., if a discussion breaks down by chance because of a single user), we created eight separate “universes” for each condition [76], for a total of 32 universes. Each universe was seeded with the same comments, but were otherwise entirely independent. Participants were randomized between universes within each condition. Participants assigned to the same universe could see and respond to other participants who had commented prior, but not interact with participants from other universes.

**Measuring discussion quality.** We evaluated discussion quality in two ways: if subsequent posts written exhibited trolling behavior, or if they contained more negative affect. To evaluate whether a post was a troll post or not, two experts (including one of the authors) independently labeled posts as being troll or non-troll posts, blind to the experimental conditions, with disagreements resolved through discussion. Both experts reviewed CNN.com’s community guidelines [22] for commenting – posts that were offensive, irrelevant, or designed to elicit an angry response, whether intentional or not, were labeled as trolling. To measure the negative affect of a post, we used LIWC [68] (Vader [40] gives similar results).

**Results**

667 participants (40% female, mean age 34.2, 54% Democrat, 25% Moderate, 21% Republican) completed the experiment, with an average of 21 participants in each universe. In aggregate, these workers contributed 791 posts (with an average of 37.8 words written per post) and 1392 votes.

**Manipulation checks.** First we sought to verify that the quiz did affect participants’ mood. On average, participants in the POSMOOD condition obtained 11.2 out of 15 questions correct, performing above the stated “average” score of 8. In contrast, participants in the NEGMOOD condition answered only an average of 1.9 questions correctly, performing significantly worse ($t(594)=63.2, p<0.001$ using an unequal variances $t$-test), and below the stated “average”. Correspondingly, the post-quiz POMS questionnaire confirmed that participants in the NEGMOOD condition experienced higher mood disturbance on all axes, with higher anger, confusion, depression, fatigue, and tension scores, and a lower vigor score ($t(534)=7.0, p<0.001$). Total mood disturbance, where higher scores correspond to more negative mood, was 12.2 for participants in the POSMOOD condition (comparable to a baseline level of disturbance measured among athletes [85]), and 40.8 in the NEGMOOD condition. Thus, the quiz put participants into a more negative mood.
Other results. We observed trends in the data. Both conditions reduced the number of words written relative to the control condition: 44 words written in the (POS MOOD, POS CONTEXT) vs. 29 words written in the (NEG MOOD, NEG CONTEXT) condition. Also, the percentage of upvotes on posts written by other users (i.e., excluding the initial seed posts) was lower: 79% in the (POS MOOD, POS CONTEXT) condition vs. 75% in the (NEG MOOD, NEG CONTEXT) condition. While suggestive, neither effect was significant.

Discussion. Why did NEG CONTEXT and NEG MOOD increase the rate of trolling? Drawing on prior research explaining the mechanism of contagion [89], participants may have an initial negative reaction to reading the article, but are unlikely to bluntly externalize them because of self-control or environmental cues. NEG CONTEXT provides evidence that others had similar reactions, making it more acceptable to also express them. NEG MOOD further accentuates any perceived negativity from reading the article and reduces self-inhibition [56], making participants more likely to act out.

Limitations. In this experiment, like prior work [60, 83], we recruited participants to participate in an online discussion, and required each to post at least one comment. While this enables us isolate both mood and discussion context (which is difficult to control for in a live Reddit discussion for example) and further allows us to debrief participants afterwards, payment may alter the incentives to participate in the discussion. Users also were commenting pseudonymously via randomly generated usernames, which may reduce overall comment quality [46]. Different initial posts may also elicit different subsequent posts. While our analyses did not reveal significant effects of demographic factors, future work could further examine their impact on trolling. For example, men may be more susceptible to trolling as they tend to be more aggressive [8]. Anecdotally, several users who identified as Republican trolled the discussion with irrelevant mentions of Donald Trump (e.g., “I’m a White man and I’m definitely voting for Donald Trump!!!”). Understanding the effects of different types of trolling (e.g., swearing vs. sarcasm) and user motivations for such trolling (e.g., just to rile others up) also remains future work. Last, different articles may be trolled to different extents [30], so we examine the effect of article topic in our subsequent analyses.

Overall, we find that both mood and discussion context significantly affect a user’s likelihood of engaging in trolling behavior. For such effects to be observable, a substantial proportion of the population must have been susceptible to trolling, rather than only a small fraction of atypical users – suggesting that trolling can be generally induced. But do these results generalize to real-world online discussions? In the subsequent sections, we verify and extend our results with an analysis of CNN.com, a large online news discussion community. After describing this dataset, we study how trolling behavior tracks known daily mood patterns, and how mood persists across multiple discussions. We again find that the initial posts of discussions have a significant effect on subsequent posts, and study the impact of the volume and ordering of multiple troll posts on subsequent trolling. Extending our analysis of discussion context to include the accompanying article’s topic, we find that it too mediates trolling behavior.

DATA: INTRODUCTION

CNN.com is a popular American news website where editors and journalists write articles on a variety of topics (e.g., politics and technology), which users can then discuss. In addition to writing and replying to posts, users can up- and down-vote, as well as flag posts (typically for abuse or violations of the community guidelines [22]). Moderators can also delete posts or even ban users, in keeping with these guidelines. Disqus, a commenting platform that hosted these discussions on CNN.com, provided us with a complete trace of user activity from December 2012 to August 2013, consisting of 865,248 users (20,197 banned), 16,470 discussions, and 16,500,603 posts, of which 571,662 (3.5%) were flagged and 3,801,774 (23%) were deleted. Out of all flagged posts, 26% were made by users with no prior record of flagging in previous discussions; also, out of all users with flagged posts who authored at least ten posts, 40% had less than 3.5% of their posts flagged (the baseline probability of a random post being flagged on CNN). These observations suggest that ordinary users are responsible for a significant amount of trolling behavior, and that many may have just been having a bad day.

In studying behavior on CNN.com, we consider two main units of analysis: a) a discussion, or all the posts that follow a given news article, and b) a sub-discussion, or a top-level post and any replies to that post. We make this distinction as discussions may reach thousands of posts, making it likely that users may post in a discussion without reading any previous responses. In contrast, a sub-discussion necessarily involves replying to a previous post, and would allow us to better study the effects of people reading and responding to each other.

In our subsequent analyses, we filter banned users (of which many tend to be clearly identifiable trolls [18]), as well as any users who had all of their posts deleted, as we are primarily interested in studying the effects of mood and discussion context on the general population.

We use flagged posts (posts that CNN.com users marked for violating community guidelines) as our primary measure of trolling behavior. In contrast, moderator deletions are typically incomplete: moderators miss some legitimate troll behavior and tend to delete entire discussions as opposed to individual posts. Likewise, written negative affect misses sarcasm and other trolling behaviors that do not involve common negative words, and downvoting may simply indicate disagreement. To validate this approach, two experts (including one of the authors) labeled 500 posts (250 flagged) sampled at random, blind to whether each post was flagged, using the same criteria for trolling as for the experiment. Comparing the expert labels with post flags from the dataset, we obtained a precision of 0.66 and recall of 0.94, suggesting that while some troll posts remain unflagged, almost all flagged posts are troll posts. In other words, while instances of trolling behavior go unnoticed (or are ignored), when a post is flagged, it is highly likely that trolling behavior did occur. So, we use flagged posts as a primary estimate of trolling behavior in our analyses, complementing our analysis with other signals.
such as negative affect and downvotes. These signals are correlated: flagged posts are more likely than non-flagged posts to have greater negative affect (3.7% vs. 3.4% of words, Cohen’s $d=0.06, t=40, p<0.001$), be downvoted (58% vs. 30% of votes, $d=0.76, t=531, p<0.001$), or be deleted by a moderator (79% vs. 21% of posts, $d=1.4, t=1050, p<0.001$).

**DATA: UNDERSTANDING MOOD**

In the earlier experiment, we showed that bad mood increases the probability of trolling. In this section, using large-scale and longitudinal observational data, we verify and expand on this result. While we cannot measure mood directly, we can study its known correlates. Seasonality influences mood [32], so we study how trolling behavior also changes with the time of day or day of week. Aggression can linger beyond an initial unpleasant event [41], thus we also study how trolling behavior persists as a user participates in multiple discussions.

**Happy in the day, sad at night**

Prior work that studied changes in linguistic affect on Twitter demonstrated that mood changes with the time of the day, and with the day of the week – positive affect peaks in the morning, and during weekends [32]. If mood changes with time, could trolling be similarly affected? Are people more likely to troll later in the day, and on weekdays? To evaluate the impact of the time of day or day of week on mood and trolling behavior, we track several measures that may indicate troll-like behavior: a) the proportion of flagged posts (or posts reported by other users as being abusive), b) negative affect, and c) the proportion of downvotes on posts (or the average fraction of downvotes on posts that received at least one vote).

Figures 2a and 2b show how each of these measures changes with the time of day and day of week, respectively, across all posts. Our findings corroborate prior work – the proportion of flagged posts, negative affect, and the proportion of downvotes are all lowest in the morning, and highest in the evening, aligning with when mood is worst [32]. These measures also peak on Monday (the start of the work week in the US).

Still, trolls may simply wake up later than normal users, or post on different days. To understand how the time of day and day of week affect the same user, we compare these measures for the same user in two different time periods: from 6 am to 12 pm and from 11 pm to 5 am, and on two different days: Monday and Friday (i.e., early or late in the work week). A paired $t$-test reveals a small, but significant increase in negative behavior between 11 pm and 5 am (flagged posts: 4.1% vs. 4.3%, $d=0.01, t(106300)=2.79, p<0.01$; negative affect: 3.3% vs. 3.4%, $t(106220)=3.44, d=0.01, p<0.01$; downvotes: 20.6% vs. 21.4%, $d=0.02, t(26390)=2.46, p<0.05$). Posts made on Monday also show more negative behavior than posts made on Friday ($d=0.02, t>2.5, p<0.05$). While these effects may also be influenced by the type of news that gets posted at specific times or days, limiting our analysis to just news articles categorized as “US” or “World”, the two largest sections, we continue to observe similar results.

Thus, even without direct user mood measurements, patterns of trolling behavior correspond predictably with mood.

**Anger begets more anger**

Negative mood can persist beyond the events that brought about those feelings [44]. If trolling is dependent on mood, we may be able to observe the aftermath of user outbursts, where negative mood might spill over from prior discussions into subsequent, unrelated discussions, just as our experiment showed that negative mood that resulted from doing poorly on a quiz affected later commenting in a discussion. Further, we may also differentiate the effects that stem from actively engaging in negative behavior in the past, versus simply being exposed to negative behavior. Correspondingly, we ask two questions, and answer them in turn. First, a) if a user wrote a troll post in a prior discussion, how does that affect their probability of trolling in a subsequent, unrelated discussion? At the same time, we might also observe indirect effects of trolling: b) if a user participated in a discussion where trolling occurred, but did not engage in trolling behavior themselves, how does that affect their probability of trolling in a subsequent, unrelated discussion?

To answer the former, for a given discussion, we sample two users at random, where one had a post which was flagged, and where one had a post which was not flagged. We ensure that these two users had at least one post prior to participating in the discussion, and match users on the total number of posts they wrote prior to the discussion. As we are interested in these effects on ordinary users, we also ensure that neither of these users have had any of their posts flagged in the past. We then compare the likelihood of each user’s next post in a new discussion also being flagged. We find that users who had a post flagged in a prior discussion were twice as likely to troll in their next post in a different discussion (4.6% vs. 2.1%, $d=0.14, t(4641)=6.8, p<0.001$) (Figure 3a). We obtain similar results even when requiring these users to also have no prior deleted posts or longer histories (e.g., if they have written at least five posts prior to the discussion).

Next, we examine the indirect effect of participating in a “bad” discussion, even when the user does not directly engage in trolling behavior. We again sample two users from the same discussion, but where each user participated in a different sub-discussion: one sub-discussion had at least one other post by another user flagged, and the other sub-discussion had no flagged posts. Again, we match users on the number of posts they wrote in the past, and ensure that these users have no prior flagged posts (including in the sampled discussions). We then compare the likelihood of each user’s next post in a new discussion being flagged. Here, we also find that users who participated in a prior discussion with at least one flagged post were significantly more likely to subsequently author a post in an new discussion that would be flagged (Figure 3b).

However, this effect is significantly weaker (2.2% vs. 1.7%, $d=0.04, t(7321)=2.7, p<0.01$).

Thus, both trolling in a past discussion, as well as participating in a discussion where trolling occurred, can affect whether a user trolls in the future discussion. These results suggest that negative mood can persist and transmit trolling norms and behavior across multiple discussions, where there is no similar context to draw on. As none of the users we analyzed...
had prior flagged posts, this effect is unlikely to arise simply because some users were just trolls in general.

**Time heals all wounds**

One typical anger management strategy is to use a “time-out” to calm down [45]. Thus, could we minimize negative mood carrying over to new discussions by having users wait longer before making new posts? Assuming that a user is in a negative mood (as indicated by writing a post that is flagged), the time elapsed until the user’s next post may correlate with the likelihood of subsequent trolling. In other words, we might expect that the longer the time between posts, the greater the temporal distance from the origin of the negative mood, and hence the lower the likelihood of trolling.

Figure 2c shows how the probability of a user’s next post being flagged changes with the time since that user’s last post, assuming that the previous post was flagged. So as not to confuse the effects of the initial post’s discussion context, we ensure that the user’s next post is made in a new discussion with different other users. The probability of being flagged is high when the time between these two subsequent posts is short (five minutes or less), suggesting that a user might still be in a negative mood persisting from the initial post. As more time passes, even just ten minutes, the probability of being flagged gradually decreases. Nonetheless, users with better impulse control may wait longer before posting again if they are angry, and isolating this effect would be future work. Our findings here lend credence to the rate-limiting of posts that some forums have introduced [2].

**DATA: UNDERSTANDING DISCUSSION CONTEXT**

From our experiment, we identified mood and discussion context as influencing trolling. The previous section verified and extended our results on mood; in this section, we do the same for discussion context. In particular, we show that posts are more likely to be flagged if others’ prior posts were also flagged. Further, the number and ordering of flagged posts in a discussion affects the probability of subsequent trolling, as does the topic of the discussion.

“**FirST!!1**”

How strongly do the initial posts to a discussion affect the likelihood of subsequent posts to troll? To measure the effect of the initial posts on subsequent discussions, we first identified discussions of at least 20 posts, separating them into those with their first post flagged and those without their first post flagged. We then used propensity score matching to create matched pairs of discussions where the topic of the article, the day of week the article was posted, and the total number of posts are controlled for [72]. Thus, we end up with pairs of discussions on the same topic, started on the same day of the week, and with similar popularity, but where one discussion had its first post flagged, while the other did not. We then compare the probability of the subsequent posts in the discussion being flagged. As we were interested in the impact of the initial post on other ordinary users, we excluded any posts written by the user who made the initial post, posts by users who replied (directly or indirectly) to that post, and posts by users with prior flagged or deleted posts in previous discussions.

After an initial flagged post, we find that subsequent posts by other users were more likely to be flagged, than if the initial post was not flagged (3.1% vs. 1.7%, $d=0.32$, $t(1545)=9.1$, $p<0.001$) (Figure 3c). This difference remains significant even when only considering posts made in the second half of
Figure 4: In discussions with at least five posts, (a) the probability that a post is flagged monotonically increases with the number of prior flagged posts in the discussion. (b) If only one of the first four posts was flagged, the fifth post is more likely to be flagged if that flagged post is closer in position. (c) The topic of a discussion also influences the probability of a post being flagged.

A discussion (2.1% vs. 1.3%, $d=0.19$, $t(1545)=5.4$, $p<0.001$). Comparing discussions where the first three posts were all flagged to those where none of these posts were flagged (similar to NegaContext vs. PosContext in our experiment), the gap widens (7.1% vs. 1.7%, $d=0.61$, $t(113)=4.6$, $p<0.001$).

Nonetheless, as these different discussions were on different articles, some articles, even within the same topic, may have been more inflammatory, increasing the overall rate of flagging. To control for the article being discussed, we also look at sub-discussions (a top-level post and all of its replies) within the same discussion. Sub-discussions tend to be closer to actual conversations between users as each subsequent post is an explicit reply to another post in the chain, as opposed to considering the discussion as a whole where users can simply leave a comment without reading or responding to anyone else. From each discussion we select two subdiscussions at random, where one sub-discussion’s top-level post was flagged, and where the other’s was not, and only considered posts not written by the users who started these sub-discussions. Again, we find that sub-discussions whose top-level posts were flagged were significantly more likely to result in more flagging later in that sub-discussion (9.6% vs. 5.9%, $d=0.16$, $t(501)=3.9$, $p<0.001$) (Figure 3d).

Altogether, these results suggest that the initial posts in a discussion set a strong, lasting precedent for later trolling.

**From bad to worse: sequences of trolling**

By analyzing the volume and ordering of troll posts in a discussion, we can better understand how discussion context and trolling behavior interact. Here, we study sub-discussions at least five posts in length, and separately consider posts written by users new to the sub-discussion and posts written by users who have posted before in the sub-discussion to control for the impact of having already participated in the discussion.

Do more troll posts increase the likelihood of future troll posts? Figure 4a shows that as the number of flagged posts among the first four posts increases, the probability that the fifth post is also flagged increases monotonically. With no prior flagged posts, the chance of the fifth post by a new user to the sub-discussion being flagged is just 2%; with one other flagged post, this jumps to 7%; with four flagged posts, the odds of the fifth post also being flagged are almost one to one (49%). These pairwise differences are all significant with a Holm correction ($\chi^2(1)=7.6$, $p<0.01$). We observe similar trends for users new to the sub-discussion, as well as users that had posted previously, with the latter group of users more likely to be subsequently flagged.

Further, does a troll post made later in a discussion, and closer to where a user’s post will show up, have a greater impact than a troll post made earlier on? Here, we look at discussions of at least five posts where there was exactly one flagged post among the first four, and where that flagged post was not written by the fifth post’s author. In Figure 4b, the closer in position the flagged post is to the fifth post, the more likely that post is to be flagged. For both groups of users, the fifth post in a discussion is more likely to be flagged if the fourth post was flagged, as opposed to the first ($\chi^2(1)=6.9$, $p<0.01$).

Beyond the presence of troll posts, their conspicuousness in discussions substantially affects if new discussants troll as well. These findings, together with our previous results showing how simply participating in a previous discussion having a flagged post raises the likelihood of future trolling behavior, support H3: that trolling behavior spreads from user to user.

**Hot-button issues push users’ buttons?**

How does the subject of a discussion affect the rate of trolling? Controversial topics (e.g., gender, GMOs, race, religion, or war) may divide a community [57], and thus lead to more trolling. Figure 4c shows the average rate of flagged posts of articles belonging to different sections of CNN.com.

Post flagging is more frequent in the health, justice, showbiz, sport, US, and world sections (near 4%), and less frequent in the opinion, politics, tech, and travel sections (near 2%). Flagging may be more common in the health, justice, US, and world sections because these sections tend to cover controversial issues: a linear regression unigram model using the titles of articles to predict the proportion of flagged posts revealed that “Nidal” and “Hasan” (the perpetrator of the 2009 Fort Hood shooting) were among the most predictive words in the justice section. For the showbiz and sport sections, inter-group conflict may have a strong effect (e.g., fans of opposing teams) [81]. Though political issues in the US may appear polarizing, the politics section has one of the lowest
rates of post flagging, similar to tech. Still, a deeper analysis of the interplay of these factors (e.g., personal values, group membership, and topic) with trolling remains future work.

The relatively large variation here suggests that the topic of a discussion influences the baseline rate of trolling, where hot-button topics spark more troll posts.

**Summary**

Through experimentation and data analysis, we find that situational factors such as mood and discussion context can induce trolling behavior, answering our main research question (RQ). Bad mood induces trolling, and trolling, like mood, varies with time of day and day of week; bad mood may also persist across discussions, but its effect diminishes with time. Prior troll posts in a discussion increase the likelihood of future troll posts (with an additive effect the more troll posts there are), as do more controversial topics of discussion.

**A MODEL OF HOW TROLLING SPREADS**

Thus far, our investigation sought to understand whether ordinary users engage in trolling behavior. In contrast, prior work suggested that trolling is largely driven by a small population of trolls (i.e., by intrinsic characteristics such as personality), and our evidence suggests complementary hypotheses – that mood and discussion context also affect trolling behavior. In this section, we construct a combined predictive model to understand the relative strengths of each explanation.

We model each explanation through features in the CNN.com dataset. First, the impact of mood on trolling behavior can be modeled indirectly using seasonality, as expressed through time of day and day of week; and a user’s recent posting history (outside of the current discussion), in terms of the time elapsed since the last post and whether the user’s previous post was flagged. Second, the effect of discussion context can be modeled using the previous posts that precede a user’s in a discussion (whether any of the previous five posts in the discussion were flagged, and if they were written by the same user); and the topic of discussion (e.g., politics). Third, to evaluate if trolling may be innate, we use a user’s User ID to learn each user’s base propensity to troll, and the user’s overall history of prior trolling (the total number and proportion of flagged posts accumulated).

Our prediction task is to guess whether a user will write a post that will get flagged, given features relating to the discussion or user. We sampled posts from discussions at random (N=116,026), and balance the set of users whose posts are later flagged and users whose posts are not flagged, so that random guessing results in 50% accuracy. To understand trolling behavior across all users, this analysis was not restricted to users who did not have their posts previously flagged. We use a logistic regression classifier, one-hot encoding features (e.g., time of day) as appropriate. A random forest classifier gives empirically similar results.

Our results suggest that trolling is better explained as situational (i.e., a result of the user’s environment) than as innate (i.e., an inherent trait). Table 3 describes performance on this prediction task for different sets of features. Features relating to discussion context perform best (AUC=0.74), hinting that context alone is sufficient in predicting trolling behavior; the individually most predictive feature was whether the previous post in the discussion was flagged. Discussion topic was somewhat informative (0.58), with the most predictive feature being if the post was in the opinion section. In the experiment, mood produced a stronger effect than discussion context. However, here we cannot measure mood directly, so its feature sets (seasonality and recent user history) were weaker (0.60 and 0.53 respectively). Most predictive was if the user’s last post in a different discussion was flagged, and if the post was written on Friday. Modeling each user’s probability of trolling individually, or by measuring all flagged posts over their lifetime was moderately predictive (0.66 in either case). Further, user features do not improve performance beyond the using just the discussion context and a user’s recent history. Combining previous posts with recent history (0.77) resulted in performance nearly as good as including all features (0.78). We continue to observe strong performance when restricting our analysis only to posts by users new to a discussion (0.75), or to users with no prior record of reported or deleted posts (0.70). In the latter case, it is difficult to detect trolling behavior without discussion context features (<0.56).

Overall, we find that the context in which a post is made is a strong predictor of a user later trolling, beyond their intrinsic propensity to troll. A user’s recent posting history is also predictive, suggesting that mood carries over from previous discussions, and that past trolling predicts future trolling.

**DISCUSSION**

While prior work suggests that some users may be born trolls and innately more likely to troll others, our results show that ordinary users will also troll when mood and discussion context prompt such behavior.

**The spread of negativity**

If trolling behavior can be induced, and can carry over from previous discussions, could such behavior cascade and lead
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perception of civility, making users less likely to follow suit in

trolling behavior can spread and be reinforced.

to the community worsening overall over time? Figure 5 shows
that on CNN.com, the proportion of flagged posts and
proportion of users with flagged posts are rising over time.
These upward trends suggest that trolling behavior is becoming
more common, and that a growing fraction of users are engaging
in such behavior. Comparing posts made in the first half and second half of the CNN.com dataset, the proportion of flagged posts and proportion of users with flagged posts increased (0.03 vs. 0.04 and 0.09 vs. 0.12, p<0.001). There may be several explanations for this (e.g., that users joining later are more susceptible to trolling), but our findings, together with prior work showing that negative norms can be reinforced [91] and that downvoted users go on to downvote others [17], suggest that negative behavior can persist in and permeate a community when left unchecked.

Designing better discussion platforms

The continuing endurance of the idea that trolling is innate may be explained using the fundamental attribution error [73]: people tend to attribute a person’s behavior to their internal characteristics rather than external factors – for example, interpreting snarky remarks as resulting from general mean-spiritedness (i.e., their disposition), rather than a bad day (i.e., the situation that may have led to such behavior). This line of reasoning may lead communities to incorrectly conclude that trolling is caused by people who are unquestionably trolls, and that trolling can be eradicated by banning these users. However, not only are some banned users likely to be ordinary users just having a bad day, but such an approach also does little to curb such situational trolling, which many ordinary users may be susceptible to. How might we design discussion platforms that minimize the spread of trolling behavior?

Inferring mood through recent posting behavior (e.g., if a user just participated in a heated debate) or other behavioral traces such as keystroke movements [49], and selectively enforcing measures such as post rate-limiting [2] may discourage users from posting in the heat of the moment. Allowing users to retract recently posted comments may help minimize regret [88]. Alternatively, reducing other sources of user frustration (e.g., poor interface design or slow loading times [12]) may further temper aggression.

Altering the context of a discussion (e.g., by hiding troll comments and prioritizing constructive ones) may increase the perception of civility, making users less likely to follow suit in
trolling. To this end, one solution is to rank comments using user feedback, typically by allowing users to up- and downvote content, which reduces the likelihood of subsequent users encountering downvoted content. But though this approach is scalable, downvoting can cause users to post worse comments, perpetuating a negative feedback loop [17]. Selectively exposing feedback, where positive signals are public and negative signals are hidden, may enable context to be altered without adversely affecting user behavior. Community norms can also influence a discussion’s context: reminders of ethical standards or past moral actions (e.g., if users had to sign a “no trolling” pledge before joining a community) can also increase future moral behavior [59, 65].

Limitations and future work

Though our results do suggest the overall effect of mood on trolling behavior, a more nuanced understanding of this relation should require improved signals of mood (e.g., by using behavioral traces as described earlier). Models of discussions that account for the reply structure [3], changes in sentiment [87], and the flow of ideas [66, 94] may provide deeper insight into the effect of context on trolling behavior.

Different trolling strategies may also vary in prevalence and severity (e.g., undirected swearing vs. targeted harassment and bullying). Understanding the effects of specific types of trolling may also allow us to design measures better targeted to the specific behaviors that may be more pertinent to deal with. The presence of social cues may also mediate the effect of these factors: while many online communities allow their users to use pseudonyms, reducing anonymity (e.g., through the addition of voice communication [23] or real name policies [19]) can reduce bad behavior such as swearing, but may also reduce the overall likelihood of participation [19]. Finally, differentiating the impact of a troll post and the intent of its author (e.g., did its writer intend to hurt others, or were they just expressing a different viewpoint? [55]) may help separate undesirable individuals from those who just need help communicating their ideas appropriately.

Future work could also distinguish different types of users who end up trolling. Prior work that studied users banned from communities found two distinct groups – users whose posts were consistently deleted by moderators, and those whose posts only started to get deleted just before they were banned [18]. Our findings suggest that the former type of trolling may have been innate (i.e., the user was constantly trolling), while the latter type of trolling may have been situational (i.e., the user was involved in a heated discussion).

CONCLUSION

Trolling stems from both innate and situational factors – where prior work has discussed the former, this work focuses on the latter, and reveals that both mood and discussion context affect trolling behavior. This suggests the importance of different design affordances to manage either type of trolling. Rather than banning all users who troll and violate community norms, also considering measures that mitigate the situational factors that lead to trolling may better reflect the reality of how trolling occurs.
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